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Meet Marvees 
The Al-powered document extraction service that understands your bank transaction advices, 
bank statements, passports and much more! Optimize your workflows and fully automate 
document data extraction! 

Accelerate your business 
Accelerate your business processes by automating information extraction either from electronic  
or scanned printed document. Marvees applies advanced machine learning to accurately  
extract text and various amounts from your documents. 

AI Computer Vision Technologie
With just a several samples, five or more, of each advice type you can tailor Marvees to 
understand your documents. Turn documents into usable data at a fraction of the time 
and cost, so you can focus more time acting on the information rather than compiling it. 
Marvees extracts text using computer vision read, high-definition optical character recog-
nition (OCR) enhanced by the latest technology artificial intelligence and machine learning 
tailored for documents.  lt also extracts the structures of tables with row and columns.

lt supports printed and handwritten forms, PDFs, and images. Marvees supports multiple 
languages including English, French, German, ltalian, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch, Chinese, 
Japanese and others.

Marvees in Action 
Fully automatically transform this: into this:

Output of the Marvees is a standardized format JSON file which can be used be Insa to  
import bank/broker transactions electronically or any other software systems. 

Seamless Integration
Marvees integrates seamlessly with Korto Record Management System so it can auto-
matically detect important keywords/tags and assigns them to the documents stored in 
the Korto system.

Enterprise-grande Security
Marvees is based on Microsoft Azure 
Form Recorgnizer which is part of  
Azure Applied AI Services backed by 
Azure infrastructure and enterprise- 
grade security, availability,  
compliance and manageability.

Extract Data Cost Effectively
Marvees comes without standard yearly license price but with a very affordable, pay-as-you 
go pricing based on the number of documents transformed, which is a fraction of the price 
compared with the cost of the manual data extraction!
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